
GREEN COMMANDOS  
Environment Day Celebrations at Vijayanagar - 

Samruddhi, Goodwill Apartments 
  

One of Green Commandos volunteers, Muthusubramaniam, organized various activities in 

his apartment – Goodwill Apartments under the banner of SamruddhiSamruddhiSamruddhiSamruddhi, which is the 

environment wing consisting of youngsters of his apartment on the occasion of Environment 

Day. 

These activities were spread over the span of two days – 4th and 5th June, and give us a 

fairly good idea of how we can individually mobilize children around our houses and spread 

awareness about Environment. Following is Muthu’s coverage of the events. 

4th June4th June4th June4th June::::        

• Presentations by children: At 630pm in the evening we had organized for 

presentations by children on different topics by children. There were 3 groups of 

children each of whom presented along with video clippings for about 10-15 minutes 

on the topics  

1) Deforestation and Reforestation 

2) Recycling and  

3) Bangalore’s lakes.  

The event was attended by 50 residents including children.  

• Quiz prelims: Following the presentations, we had quiz prelims open to all. This was 

held for 30 mins and children were quizzed on various Environmental topics. 

 5th June5th June5th June5th June::::    

• Sowing seeds: At 7am in the morning, we had an event to sow seeds. We have a 

small tank in our apartment complex, which originally was designed to build an 

aquarium but later was used just to put dried leaves and soil. This bed was cleaned, 



tilled and vegetable seeds like Palak, lady’s finger, brinjal and tomato were sown. 

About 10-15 children took up this activity. This was done to encourage the idea of 

kitchen and terrace gardening so that we all learn about the different kinds of plants 

that we eat and also motivate us to grow our own organically grown vegetables in 

the future so that we don't consume poisonous pesticide-filled vegetables.   

 

• Quiz Finals: At 530pm in the evening, we conducted the Quiz finals with 4 groups 

that were selected from the prelims round.  

<, 

• Screening of the movie ‘Home’: At 630pm, we screened the movie ‘Home’ which is a 

movie that tells about the effect humans are having on Earth through their activities 

through high definition aerial shots of Earth. About 40 people attended the movie 

screening.  

There were a few learnings and positives that Muthu shared about his experience in 

organizing these events: 

• Advanced planning was required. We started planning late and we didn't have 

enough time to get a movement going. Initially about 10 groups of children agreed 

to make presentations but finally we had only 3. We couldn't get the children 

motivated to do this. Publicity was also poor. We had put posters in all blocks but 

many people seemed to have not seen the posters at all.  

• The positives are that most children (middle school and high school) in the 

apartment complex attended the events barring the very young ones. It is important 

that we tap their enthusiasm and keep it sustained with some activities following the 

environment day.  

It should be noted that All of these events were organized by youngsters of Goodwill 

Apartments itself without any external support. This shows how individual people can 

contribute immensely in their own communities towards Environmental awareness. 


